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ABSTRACT 

This research is primarily aimed at designing a rudder stock steering gear system that is capable of moving the rudder from 35o port 

to 35o starboard and vice versa under deepest draft and maximum speed. The research involves creating a two ram type hydraulic 

steering gear system into a 3-D model using solid works. The model is constructed to demonstrate a typical marine rudder system 

and its application in the vessel. It discusses the modeling process of each component and their working principles.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 18th century, a large number of vessels use the ship's wheel design [1]. Modern ships, the wheel is replaced with a simple toggle 

that remotely controls an electro-mechanical or electro-hydraulic drive for the rudder, with a rudder position indicator presenting 

feedback to the helmsman [2-4]. The fundamental concept of a movable device to steer a ship has been in use since ships were first 

conceived [5]. The purpose of the rudder is to either maintain the ship on a particular course or direction, or to enable it to 

maneuver. Although unaware of the mathematics associated with the dynamics of ship maneuvering, people for many centuries 

have been aware of the role of the rudder in solely establishing an angle of attack on the hull, with the hydrodynamic forces 

developed on the hull largely turning the ship [5].From the time of the early Egyptian ships onward, steering was carried out 

by means of a side mounted steering oar over the after quarter [6, 7]. 

This continued until the twelfth century, when there was a distinct change in the concept from a side-steering oar to a stern-

mounted rudder using pintles and gudgeons that is called hingers. Although changes in ship propulsion from oars to sail to motor 

power have led to changes in detailed rudder–hull layout, however, the stern-mounted rudder remains the principal 

concept[6,7].Rudder design has continuously changing to meet the new ship design types. Rudders on large sailing ships and on 

motor powered vessels can be finding in [5]. The Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requirement for steering gear is that the system must 

be capable of putting the rudder over from 35 degrees on one side to 35 degrees on the other side of the ship at its deepest 

seagoing draft and running at maximum ahead service speed .In recent cases, it happens that the maximum angle reached by the 

rudder is less than prescribed or the rudder is overshooting the 35 degrees angle mark.  

In this research, proper design analysis was carried out toensure a proper rudder angle limit at 35 degrees maximum. This 

research will provide a better understanding of the principles of operation of a rudder system and a ram type hydraulic steering gear 

system. It will proffer methods to increase its overall efficiency.  

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF STEERING GEAR SYSTEM 

Steering system can be electric or hydraulic based. Example of electric based is Ward-Leonard system, while rotary vaneand two/four 

ram systems are examples of hydraulic systems [2]. In electric based steering gear system, when bridge wheel is turned, it moves 

rheostat B, thus current flow is affected, which causes rotation of the control motor. During such process, rheostat A will hunt back 

until is restored, which will stop the control motor. In the case of a rudder, a control motor drives a screw shaft via a flexible coupling 

in the control box and the screw block moves through the floating lever and causes movement to actuating rod and displaces the 

pumps on stroke. This rod moves side by side, thus defines the movement of rudder [2]. In hydraulic based steering gear system, it 

can be the rotary vane or the ram type (two or four), depending on the torque needs. Rotary vane steering gear system works on the 

similar principle with two and four ram steering system. It defers from the rams, because there are different chambers build by 

housing and vanes. Rotary vane arrangement are preferred over two or four ram system because it requires less space, cost effective 

and ability to produce same torque output at much lower hydraulic pressure. 

Ram type contains hydraulic cylinders attached to discs connected to the hydraulic pumps. It has cross-head arrangement with 

forked/rounded arm’s tiller to convert ram moments to angular tiller moment, or incorporates a rapson slide actuator, where the 

cross-head is free to slide along the circular arm’s of the tiller [2].The two and four ram steering gear system works on the same 

principle. They differ in terms of number of rams. The two ram steering gear system has two rams, while the four ram steering gear 

system has four rams. In four rams steering gear system, the torque developed is two times that of two ram steering system with 

better safeties and emergency operation.Hydraulic steering gear system is incorporated on ships so as to enable them to move in 

response to a defined course and facilitate maneuverability while in motion.The sea worthiness of steering gear design is accepted, 

when the blade maintains a maximum turning angle of about 350 for both port and starboard. Working principle of steering gear 

system has also been described in various literatures [8, 9]. 

In this research, there are two hydraulic cylinders attached to the two arms of the actuator disc, on both sides. These cylinders 

are directly coupled to mechanically driven hydraulic pumps that generate hydraulic pressure through pipes.This hydraulic pressure 

field present in the pumps imparts motion to the hydraulic cylinders,which in turn corresponds with the actuator to act upon the 

rudder stock. A rudder stock dictates the exact behaviour of the rudder response.Turning of the rudder is dictated by the action of 

the hydraulic pump and the direction of the rudder is dependent on the moving direction of the helm. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In the design of hydraulic steering gear system, various items form the basics and integral components required for its construction 

and operation.The hydraulic component are helm and hem pump, directional control valve, hydraulic fittings, hydraulic actuator, 
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relief valve, rudder blade and tiller. For boats fitted with a rudder with speed not exceeding 25 knots, the torque of the rudder or 

rudders is calculated using Equation 1.Equation 1 is obtained from [10]. 

 

C = S x [ (0.4 Lg) – Lc ] x V² x K                                                                                           (1)         

C = Torque in kpm 

S = Total surface of rudder (H x Lg) in sq. m 

H = Height of rudder in m 

Lg = Width of rudder in m 

Lc = Compensation width in m 

V = Maximum speed of the ship in knots 

K = Coefficient according to total angle of rudder 

Port to starboard 70° K = 15.89 

Port to starboard 80° K = 17.80 

Port to starboard 90° K = 19.52 

Corrections in function of the type of boat: 

For sailing-boats, C x 0.5 

For a boat with a steering nozzle, C x 2.0 

For twin engine power boats with 1 rudder, C x 0.5 

For boats fitted with several rudders (catamarans, trimarans, monohulls), multiply the calculated torque result by the number of 

rudders fitted on the boat.Once the torque is known, the appropriate cylinder and helm pump is selected. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 the Computer Aided Design (CAD) of the Framework with Dimensions 

 

Design Procedure 

The first thing that was done is producing a 3-D representation of the design. This was done with Solid works design software. All 

drawings were made in relation to actual size, property and dimensions. The drawings are arranged as follows: 

 Framing and Support: The frame which will provide support and bear the load for the hydraulic steering system is designed 

with a 1-inch square pipe as shown in Figure 1. All dimension in inches. 

 Rudder Blade Design: The rudder blade is designed to be a balanced blade type in which about 20% of a certain portion of 

the blade area is forward of the rudder stock or pivot point. This will decrease some of the force necessary to pivot the 
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rudder. The diameter of the shaft is 50 mm. The Area of blade is11,979.85 X 102 mm2.The Blade thickness is 10mm as shown 

in Figure 2. 

 Bearing: A 53mm pipe of 7mm thickness is used as a bearing to allow free rotation of the load and also to bear the load of 

the rudder blade and stock as shown in Figure 3. 

 Tiller arm: Most tiller arm is designed to be a solid hub with a keyway which will permit connection with the rudderstock 

with a key. The tiller arm adopted in this research is a split type with connecting bolts and nuts as shown in Figures 4a and 

4b. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 CAD showing Rudder Blade and Rudder Stock with dimensions 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Design of the Rudder Bearing 
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Figure 4a Design of the Tiller Arm with Dimensions 

 

 

Figure 4b Design of the Tiller Arm Front Elevation with Dimensions 

 

Fabrication Process 

The processes are outlined as follows:  

 Marking, Cutting and Fitting of the frame: The square pipes were cut properly with respect to the dimensions. Then 

grinding machine with cutting disk was employed for cutting of the pipes to the required shape and sizes.These pipes were 

then fitted and aligned correctly with Try-square. 

 Machining of bearing: The bearing was machine to allow clearance between the rudder stock and the bearing.  

 Welding of frames: The welding process was done with an arc welding machine with Mild steel Electrode (E6013).  

 Drilling of holes for bolts and nuts: Drilling was done at marked spots where bolts and nuts are rewired to secure the 

components. The drilling bits of 17, 19, 10.12.8(mm) with vertical drilling machine was used. 
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 Grinding and Finishing of the frame members: Grinding of high edges and spots were done to ensure smooth welding 

finishing. This was done with grinding disk and machine. Anticorrosion solution was applied to the surface of both frame 

and hydraulic component. 

 

Installation Process 

The processes are outlined as follows:  

 Mounting of tiller Arm: The tiller arm was properly secured and tightened with bolt and nuts on the rudderstock. 

 Mounting of Hydraulic Actuators: The cleave joints on the tiller arm were connected to the ball and socket joint of the 

actuators with bolts and nuts. While the other end was secured and bolted to the frame. 

 Mounting of Helm and Helm Pump: A back plate was fabricated and mounted on the pump and was secured to the frame 

with bolts and nuts. 

 Hydraulic Connections: Two hydraulic actuators were introduced in the design. Each of a single acting type, such that fluid 

pressure is applied to just one side of the piston. In order to provide a system of couple i.e. circular motion of the tiller arm 

and to reduce the load effect on one of the actuator, the inlet port of the first actuator was connected to the outlet of the 

second actuator and the outlet port of the first actuator to the inlet of the other actuator connected together with hydraulic 

tubes. A Tee fitting was introduced between the joint. The Tee joint was then connected to a relief valve (which performs 

the function of ON/OFF. It also operates as an expansion valve in case of bleeding, which is, the removing air from the 

system). It was also connected to the supply nipple from the 2/2 Directional Control Valve (DCV). The two actuators form a 

double acting type of actuator, where one extract and the other retract. Diagram of the Directional Control Valve and 

Hydraulic Fittings is shown in Figure 5, while diagram of the helm and helm pump is shown in Figure 6. Diagram of the 

Angle indicator, Pressure Relief Valve and Hydraulic Actuators is shown in Figure 7. Diagram of the Drilled Points for Angle 

Adjustment is illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5 Diagram of the Directional Control Valve and Hydraulic Fittings 
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Figure 6 Diagram of the Helm and Helm Pump 
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Figure 7 Diagram of the Angle indicator, Pressure Relief Valve and Hydraulic Actuators 
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Figure 8 Diagrams of the Drilled Points for Angle Adjustment. 

 

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

Structural Analysis 

The frame was subject to tensile and axial loading to check for response. 

 

Analysis of Helm Pump 

Most passive (non-power assisted) systems are set up to be between 5 and 10 turns lock-to-lock on the steering wheel, and if we 

translate into mechanical advantage, for a total rudder arc at 70 degrees (addition of port and starboard). For this example– If it 

takes 7 full 360 degree turns of the steering wheel to give full stroke or full rudder travel, then a ratio of about 36:1 gear (actually 

hydraulic) between the two will be obtained. All else being equal, most steering systems fall in the 20:1 to 40:1 ratio range. Next is to 

implement this analysis in thedesignof this research. In order to achieve maximum rudder angle, which is 70 degrees for both port 

and starboard, it takes 5 turns lock to lock revolution (360 degrees) of the helm. Therefore, the ratio between the wheel and blade is 

given below as, 

5 × 360 = 1,800 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑏𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 =  
1800

70
= 26: 1  

 Maximum force of steering required for manual pumping is not to exceed 160N (20lbs)  

 Maximum oil pressure not more than 1000psi 

 

Different drilled 

point for adjustment 
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Force Calculation of Rudder 

The distribution of forces and moments is an important thing in this type of analyses. The forces and moments can be calculated 

using the formula below: 

Rudder force is got from the following formula. 

Rudder Force , CR = 132 × 𝐴 × 𝑉2 × 𝐾1 × 𝐾2 × 𝐾𝑡                                                                  (2) 

where 

v = Cruising speed of the vessel. 

A = Total movable area of the rudder. 

K1 = Coefficient depending on aspect ratio = 1.2 

K2 = Coefficient relying on the type of the rudder. 

= 1.1 in the case of NACA profiles. 

K3 = Coefficient depending on the location of the rudder. = 1.0  

Kt = 1.0 normally 

From the design, S = 1.198m2, Lg = 200mm = 0.2m Lc = 40mm = 0.04m for speed of 25knots 

Thus, substituting the values into the force equation above, give the following value of rudder force. 

 

𝐶𝑅 = 132 × 1.198 × 1.2 × 1.1 × 1 × 1 

CR = 130462.2N 

CR = 130.46KN 

 

Rudder Torque Calculation 

Torque Calculation Formula for Speed below 25 Knots is given below as 

𝐶 = 𝑆 × {(0.4𝐿𝑔) − 𝐿𝑐} × 𝑉2 × 𝐾 

 C = Torque in kpm 

 S = Total surface of rudder (H x Lg) in sq. meters 

 H = Height of rudder in meters 

 Lg = Width of rudder in meters 

 Lc = Compensation width in meters 

 V = Maximum speed of the boat in knots 

 K = Coefficient depending on total angle of rudder 

 Port to starboard 70° K = 15.89 

 Port to starboard 80° K = 17.80 

 Port to starboard 90° K = 19.52 

From the design, S = 1.198m2, Lg = 200mm = 0.2m Lc = 40mm = 0.04m for speed of 25knots and k = 15.89 

𝐶 = 1.198 × {(0.4 × 0.2) − 0.04} × 25 × 15.89 

𝐶 = 1.9036𝑘𝑝𝑚 

 

Rudder strength calculation 

The rudder body is stiffened by horizontal and vertical webs. The bending moments, shear forces and torques can be determined by 

direct calculation. The equivalent stress is to be determined by the formula below. Rudder stock scantlings due to combined loads. 

In situations where the rudder stock is subjected to torque and bending simultaneously, the equivalent stress should not exceed 

118/k. 

 

                                                                                                              (3) 

 

Bending stress:  

 

Torsional stress:  
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Permissible stresses 

The section modulus and the web area of a horizontal section of the rudder blade will not exceed following stress. 

 bending stress          σb= 110 N/mm2 

 shear stress               τ = 50 N/mm2 

 equivalent stress      σe = √σb
2 + 3τ2  = 120 N/mm2 

 

Actuator Shaft Length to Maximum Angle 

Some portion of the shaft is allowed to be out in order for the hydraulic system to produce a couple with the two actuators (with 

one extracting and the other retracting). Therefore, several holes were drilled in order to vary different shaft length to the maximum 

angle produced by the rudder. The length to maximum angle is given in table 1 and Figure 9. The maximum length of the shaft is 

100mm. 

 

Table 1 Length of Shaft with corresponding Maximum Angle 

Length of Shaft (mm) Maximum Angle in degrees 

20 12 

25 18 

30 23 

35 25 

40 28 

45 32 

50 35 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Graph of Length of Shaft against Maximum Angle 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The design stages evolve from concept design to detailed design process for a hydraulic steering gear system. The steering gear 

system can be incorporated for vessel not more than 13m length and a maximum speed of 25 knots. The design therefore 

eliminates the problems often encountered in follow up system such as pump failure, electric failure, etc. In the study of marine 

rudder system, it can be concluded that rudder is used in turning of a ship in directions of port and starboard within the 

requirements and our design has incorporated various components made with steel, coupled to achieve a working representation of 

a two ram type hydraulic steering gear system. 
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